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Abstract

Conventional ROV survey activities suffer from the lack of an overall perspective. Presently, ROV and
submersible pilots must maneuver from the output of one or two video cameras and perhaps surface or
transponder net tracking. Inability to see beyond the immediate one- to five-meter periphery limits the pilot's
ability to operate in unknown and rugged terrain. In addition, turbidity may reduce visual observations even
more.

To address this problem, Oceanic Imaging Consultants, Inc. (OIC) has created "ROVer's Eye," a virtual terrain
visualization and navigation system for manned or unmanned underwater vehicles. CEROS (Centers for
Excellence in Reseach in Ocean Sciences) funding from FY98 through the present has supported this project.
What separates this product from other virtual reality products is that the operator will move to a real target but
with an enhanced view. The ROVer's Eye features two significant innovations over existing ROV visualization
packages: cross-validation for navigation error reduction, and real-time data acquisition and modeling.

An integral part of ROVer's Eye is OIC's proprietary software GeoDAS that provides real-time processing and
graphing of digital sidescan sonar and bathymetry data. Data collected during the dive is immediately integrated
into any existing bathymetric data for the site and displayed for the ROV operator. The operator can choose
from several views to get a better picture of vehicle position during ROV navigation. Egocentric views relative
to the position of the ROV include forward, aft, port, starboard, and a wingman view that stays a fixed position
behind, above, and to the port side of the ROV. Virtual views include a birds-eye view from above the ROV,
downward-looking view, and a navigable virtual view where the viewpoint can be moved anywhere, including
outside the model.

A variety of lighting and shadowing options, including ambient and directed lights, and digital "fog" where far-
away objects appear to recede, further enhance the immersive properties of the model for the operator. Several
overlays and marking elements help the ROV operator to identify positions within the model, dimensions within
the model, and ROV proximity to geological items of interest. These include model boundaries, "hash marks,"
"radar rings," and a virtual grid that follows the ROV position. During field operations, a variety of navigation
sources and attitude sensors can be incorporated into the ROVer's Eye model via GeoDAS.

ROVer's Eye provides a visual display that enhances the operators' immersion into the ROV environment. By
combining existing data, "as-built" models, live vehicle navigation and real-time model updates, ROVer's Eye
provides an new tool for enhancing the safety and mission productivity of underwater operations.
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